


Established in 1972, Linneys is a family owned manufacturing 
jeweller with three showrooms in Western Australia. Linneys has 
developed an award-winning style, becoming synonymous for its 
high quality craftsmanship and unique designs featuring only the 
best diamonds and pearls. 

Combining traditional goldsmithing techniques with advanced 
technology, Linneys creates fine jewellery from precious materials. 
The talented Linneys jewellers boast nearly 250 years of combined 
experience. Their skill and expertise are tantamount to the high 
quality of Linneys jewellery, transforming raw precious metals, 
sparkling gems and lustrous pearls into wearable works of art. 

Owning a piece of Linneys jewellery is owning a piece of Western 
Australian art that captures the creative passion of its founder, 
Alan Linney. The creative team harnesses the time‒honoured 
traditions of fine jewellery manufacturing, forging Linneys bold and 
contemporary style. 

Our Story





Individual love stories are intrinsically linked to jewellery, with each 
piece a symbol that celebrates life’s most special moments. 

Butterfly Lovers is a Chinese love story that embodies the feelings 
and emotions of our own individual love stories. Attraction, 
companionship, despair and love. In much the same way as Romeo 
and Juliet’s love story, the couple cannot be together despite their 
strong connection. However, in The Butterfly Lovers story the couple 
is eventually reunited ‒ flying away together as free spirited butterflies. 

This beautiful Chinese love story encouraged us to reflect on the 
significance of the pieces we create and how emotively powerful 
they can be, beyond the preciousness of their metals and gems.  
We used this as inspiration to design a new collection based around 
the bond between two people and the ability of jewellery to capture 
the love stories.

Just like the characters in this story, jewellery is reborn and is given 
a new life when its owner passes it down to the next generation. 
The jewellery then takes on its own meaning with their individual 
wearer, while always retaining its history. In this regard, the love 
story that accompanies a piece of jewellery becomes equally as 
precious as the piece itself.

Butterfly Lovers Collection

Justin Linney

Creative Director



18ct yellow gold pearl stud earrings 
$390 233801 � 18ct two tone gold  
pearl and diamond earring 
enhancers $2,190 222776 � Model 
wears: 18ct yellow gold triple pearl 
ring $3,100 183894 � 18ct two tone 
gold double pearl ring $4,550 
183156 � 18ct yellow gold pearl and 
diamond necklet $48,800 211464 � 
18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond 
cuff $11,790 211462
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18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond ring $8,220 183635 �  
Sterling silver neoprene bangle $220 270111 � 18ct 
yellow gold, tantalum and diamond neoprene bangle 
$950 171132 � 18ct yellow gold and diamond ring 
$3,190 061912 � 18ct white and yellow gold neoprene 
bangle $1,380 171134 � 18ct yellow gold and diamond 
neoprene bangle $2,680 120862 � 18ct yellow gold and 
pearl cufflinks $5,900 171310 � 18ct yellow gold ring 
$3,850 094075 � 18ct white gold ring $2,900 094077
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18ct white gold spinel and diamond earrings 
$12,800 260835 � 18ct white gold pearl and 
diamond cuff $25,000 211463 � Model wears: 
Tahitian pearl strand $8,500 242280 � 18ct two 
tone gold black and white diamond pendant 
$7,880 112981 � 18ct rose gold tourmaline and 
diamond ring $7,300 260839 � 18ct white gold 
amethyst and diamond ring $11,500 260841 �  
18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond ring 
$3,100 183874 � 18ct rose gold aquamarine and 
diamond ring $6,530 260836 � 18ct yellow gold 
and diamond snake ring $1,990 041762 � 18ct  
white gold pearl and diamond ring $4,680 183898

Clockwise: 18ct rose gold, tantalum, pearl and 
diamond neoprene bangle $1,490 253559 �  
18ct rose gold neoprene bangle $2,125 171342 �  
18ct rose gold pearl and diamond neoprene 
bangle $2,400 253500 � 18ct rose gold neoprene 
bangle $1,450 171343 � 18ct rose gold, tantalum, 
pearl and diamond neoprene bangle $2,150 
253560 � 18ct rose gold reef neoprene bangle 
$890 162983 � 18ct rose gold, tantalum, pearl and 
diamond neoprene bangle $2,900 253563 � 18ct 
rose gold, sterling silver and diamond neoprene 
necklet $1,580 171180 � Below: 18ct rose gold 
and diamond ring $4,250 171340
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18ct white gold pear shaped diamond pendant $2,650 112775 � 18ct white gold circular diamond pendant $1,690 
112975 � 18ct white gold circular diamond earrings $1,990 132647 � 18ct white gold diamond ring $22,900 011150 � 18ct  
white gold pearl and diamond ring $1,990 183896 � Female model wears: 18ct white gold pearl cuff $4,760 211338
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18ct white and rose gold cufflinks $6,980 171273 � 18ct rose gold 
and tantalum ring $3,480 171253 � 18ct white gold and diamond 
ring $3,450 171344 � 18ct rose gold ring $2,750 171338 � 18ct white 
gold and pearl neoprene bangle $1,170 253368 � Sterling silver 
neoprene bangle $390 171357
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Sterling silver and diamond pendant $1,230 112757 � Sterling silver neoprene bangle 
$295 171118 � Tantalum neoprene bangle $630 171089 � Sterling silver neoprene 
bangle $320 171356 � 18ct white gold and pearl neoprene bangle $730 253098 � 
Zirconium ring $330 094056 � 18ct white gold black diamond expandable ring 
$13,100 010901 � Zirconium ring $300 094060 � 18ct white gold ring $2,750 171337

18ct white gold black diamond and 
pearl necklace $12,600 211465 � 18ct 
white gold black and white diamond 
necklace $1,930 112732 � 18ct white 

gold black and white diamond earrings 
$3,980 132652 � 18ct white gold pear 

cut diamond ring $15,860 011190 � 18ct 
white gold black and white diamond 
ring $6,250 061905 � 18ct white gold 

black diamond bracelet $14,500 140669
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18ct yellow gold diamond pendant $1,850 112952 � 18ct yellow gold 
diamond earrings $1,500 132579 � 18ct yellow gold diamond ring 
$2,500 041760 � 18ct yellow gold diamond bracelet $16,650 140681 � 

Previous page female model wears: 18ct yellow gold pearl cross $10,600 
193831 � 18ct white gold oval cut diamond ring $8,990 020755

18ct yellow gold pearl earrings $1,100 233728 �  
18ct yellow gold, pearl and diamond crown 
$25,000 211467 � 18ct yellow gold pearl and 

diamond ring $2,000 183862 � 18ct yellow gold 
pearl and diamond bracelet $42,800 211469
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Sterling silver skull ring $1,400 170871 � 18ct yellow gold and diamond skull ring $11,300 050461 � Sterling silver 
and 18ct yellow gold skull bracelet $2,290 070479 � Sterling silver skull cufflinks $890 171336 � 18ct yellow gold 
and black diamond skull lapel pin $2,600 171322 � Sterling silver skull lapel pin $340 171332

18ct rose gold pearl and diamond pendant 
$1,550 193812 � 18ct white gold pearl and 
diamond pendant $1,550 193810 � 18ct yellow 
gold pearl and diamond pendant $1,550 
193811 � 18ct white gold pearl and diamond 
earrings $2,220 222777 � 18ct yellow gold 
pearl and diamond earrings $2,220 222790
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Linneys benchmark for clarity is SI2 or higher and for colour we use H colour or 
higher. Diamonds are naturally formed, so every diamond has to be considered 
individually rather than assessing it based on its grading according to the 4 C’s 
only. There are additional factors that impact the performance of your diamond 
which our expert team will help to guide you through.

When you purchase a diamond from the extensive range at Linneys, you 
receive not only a beautiful diamond but also a guarantee of quality. Linneys 
ethically sources diamonds and our well trained team educate customers on 
the characteristics of cut, colour, clarity and carat weight. These four factors 
contribute to the beauty and value of the diamond.

Diamond Education

FL, IF

CL ARIT Y

VVS1, VVS2 VS1, VS2 SI1, SI2 I1, I2, I3

Finest Make
Linneys benchmark

CUT

Deep Cut
Poor light return

Shallow Cut
Poor light return

5.00ct D

E

F

G

H

I

J

O

K

P

L

Q

M

R

N

S-Z

3.00ct

2.00ct

1.50ct

1.00ct

0.75ct

0.50ct

0.25ct

CAR AT COLOUR

Diamonds are a natural wonder and 
we are lucky to enjoy their beauty 
that is created 150 kilometres under 
the earth’s surface. Their hardness 
surpasses all other precious stones, 
making them the perfect stone for 
engagement rings and other fine 
jewellery being worn every day.

The Linneys diamond guide is for 
illustration purposes only. Diamond 
characteristics may vary from how 
they are represented.

4.00ct
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18ct white gold round brilliant cut diamond 
ring $28,200 011117 � 18ct white gold three 
stone diamond ring $23,900 011125 � 18ct white 
gold oval cut diamond ring $8,990 020755 � 
18ct white gold round brilliant cut diamond 
ring $11,200 011151 � 18ct white gold cushion 
cut diamond ring $25,400 011162 � 18ct white 
gold marquise cut diamond ring $18,300 011110 

18ct white gold emerald cut diamond ring 
$30,400 011171 � 18ct white gold round brilliant 
cut diamond ring $11,090 011081 � 18ct white 
gold emerald cut diamond ring $5,780 081836 �  
18ct white gold halo diamond ring $8,590 
020756 � 18ct white gold round and baguette cut 
diamond ring $2,950 081831 � 18ct white gold 
round brilliant cut diamond ring $22,900 011150
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18ct white gold aquamarine and diamond pendant 
$5,950 260838 � 18ct white gold aquamarine and 
diamond ring $18,390 260820 � 18ct white gold 
aquamarine and diamond earrings $13,300 260837

18ct white gold aquamarine and diamond pendant 
$3,500 260843 � 18ct white gold aquamarine and 

diamond ring $14,370 260828 � 18ct white gold 
aquamarine and diamond earrings $5,800 260833
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18ct rose gold coloured diamond bracelet $88,800 330283 � Australian 
South Sea Pearl strand $58,000 330048 � 18ct rose and white gold oval cut 
solitaire diamond ring $23,600 011161 � 18ct rose and white gold cushion  
cut diamond ring $11,900 011191 � On previous page model wears:  
18ct white gold pearl and diamond earrings $35,000 222702

18ct rose gold coloured diamond bracelet 
$27,000 140675 � 18ct white and rose gold pink 

and white marquise cut diamond ring $24,400 
050820 � 18ct white and rose gold pear cut pink 

and white diamond ring $135,000 330280 � 18ct 
white and rose gold pink and radiant cut white 

diamond ring $195,000 330276 � 18ct three  
tone coloured diamond bracelet $18,800 140458
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The Argyle Pink Diamond Tiara

Coveted as one of the rarest gems, pink diamonds are acquired by 
collectors and connoisseurs around the world for their exclusivity 
and inherent value. These natural treasures have been bought to 
life in a single masterpiece that is the Argyle Pink Diamond Tiara, 
available exclusively at Linneys.

Elegantly composed of 178 of the world’s finest Argyle pink diamonds, 
the tiara is the culmination of old-world royalty and modern‒day 
sophistication. The uniqueness of this piece is due to every pink 
diamond having Argyle diamond origin certification, making it truly 
one of a kind. Nestled at the centre of the tiara is a captivating 0.80ct 
Fancy Vivid pear shaped pink diamond. This masterful and versatile 
centrepiece can be detached and worn as a ring, allowing the owner 
to enjoy the splendour of the tiara on many occasions. 

Handcrafted using platinum and 18ct rose gold, this tiara showcases 
over 37 carats of pink and white diamonds making it fit for royalty. 
Having already been selected as part of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee 
at Kensington Palace, this regal piece is only at the beginning of its 
journey as one of the rarest and most desirable tiaras in the world.

The Argyle Pink Diamond Tiara not only captures a moment in 
time, but heralds a tribute to historical elegance. Taking its place as 
one of the most extraordinary diamond pieces in the 21st century, 
the tiara is truly the crowning glory of the Linneys coloured 
diamond collection. 

As a tribute to the Argyle Pink Diamond Tiara, Linneys have created 
a stunning 18ct white and rose gold pink and white diamond 
necklace, aptly named the Argyle Princess. The necklace, pictured 
above, is a limited edition of only 100 and it is available exclusively 
at Linneys for $5,980.

From the Vault
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Sterling silver and black diamond lapel pin $475 171331 � Sterling silver cufflinks $695 171195 �  
18ct rose gold and tantalum cuff $4,830 171335 � 18ct rose gold, tantalum and diamond  
ring $4,980 171341 � 18ct white and rose gold snake skin pattern ring $3,600 094054
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18ct rose or yellow gold anchor neoprene 
bracelet $3,350 171327/171328 � Sterling silver 
anchor neoprene bracelet $950 171329 � 18ct 
rose gold ring $2,400 094045 � 18ct rose gold and 
diamond ring $3,190 061908 � 18ct rose gold and 
black diamond expandable ring $8,850 050724

18ct two tone gold pearl and diamond 
pendant $5,150 193805 �18ct white and 
rose gold pink and white diamond pearl ring 
$29,800 183889 � 18ct white gold diamond 
ring $3,990 081816 � 18ct white and rose 
gold pink and white diamond earrings 
$12,690 132649 � 18ct white and rose gold 
emerald cut pink and white diamond ring 
$153,000 330104 � 18ct rose gold marquise 
cut pink diamond ring $105,000 050349
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18ct white gold pearl pendant $1,370 193802 �  
18ct white gold diamond necklace $8,100 

112977 � 18ct white gold pearl earrings 
$3,960 222769 � Sterling silver neoprene 

bangle $240 171141 � Female model wears: 
18ct white and yellow gold pearl bracelet 

$1,850 211273 � Opposite page: 18ct white 
gold and pearl bracelet $1,990 211466
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Sterling silver dendrite quartz ring $1,280 260849 �  
18ct white gold yellow and white diamond ring 

$16,650 050828 � 18ct rose and white gold morganite 
ring $10,800 260773 � 18ct yellow gold opal and 

diamond earrings $3,200 260816 

18ct white gold diamond and amethyst ring $11,500 
260841 � 18ct white gold diamond and tanzanite 
ring $10,600 260573 � 18ct white gold tourmaline 
and diamond ring $9,880 260855 � 18ct white gold 
aquamarine and diamond earrings $33,880 260842
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18ct white gold diamond butterfly pendant (larger) 
$3,900 111976 � 18ct white gold diamond butterfly 
earrings $2,700 132655 � 18ct white gold diamond butterfly 
ring (larger) $3,850 031527 � 18ct white gold diamond 
butterfly pendant (smaller) $2,590 112942 � 18ct white 
gold diamond butterfly ring (smaller) $2,450 041765

White leather bracelet strap $120 070472 �  
Nude leather bracelet strap with 18ct 
two tone diamond and pearl enhancer 

$120/$9,980 070469/211444 � Blue leather 
bracelet strap $120 070470 � Pale green 

leather bracelet strap $120 070466 � Turquoise 
leather bracelet strap with 18ct white gold 
diamond and pearl enhancer $120/$8,680 

070468/211446 � Coral leather bracelet strap 
$120 070467 � Black leather bracelet strap 
with 18ct white gold diamond and pearl 

enhancer $120/$5,500 070464/211445



18ct white gold pearl cage pendant (smaller) $1,600 193619 � 18ct white gold pearl cage pendant (larger) 
$2,300 193683 � 18ct white gold pearl cage earrings $3,450 222772 � 18ct white gold diamond and pearl 
ring $3,500 183802 � 18ct white gold diamond and pearl earrings $5,200 222779 � 18ct white gold diamond 
stud earrings $4,500 132650 � 18ct white gold diamond neoprene bangle $1,650 121147

Subiaco
37 Rokeby Road

Subiaco WA 6008
+61 8 9382 4077

Crown Perth
Great Eastern Highway

Burswood WA 6100
+61 8 9472 3188

Every care is taken to accurately present product in the catalogue, however no responsibility is taken for any 
differences. Item prices are correct at time of printing in October 2018. Cables and chains are not included in the 
published prices unless otherwise stated. Prices may vary according to size, colour and quality of the gems used.
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